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Proposal gaining momentum
WASHINGTON (AP) -Proposals
for a constitutional amendment to
balance the federal budget have lain
dormant in Congress for over a year,
but in the face of deficits nearing $200
billion, activity is increasing on the
state level to force the government's
hand.
Balanced-budget proponents say
they are within striking distance: 32
state legislatures now have formally
petitioned Congress to convene a constitutional convention to draft an
amendment to require a balanced
U.S. budget, except In times of war or
other national emergencies.
That is just two away from the 34
states needed under Article V of the
Constitution. Proponents now are
beating the bushes in at least four
states - New York, Kentucky, Vermont and California - in hopes of
coming up with the additional two
states this year.
They claim momentum is on their

side. "We're only two states away and
the impetus is greater now than ever
because people are so concerned with
high deficits," said David Keating of
the National Taxpayer's Union, which
has promoted the amendment for a
decade.
"We've always thought Congress
would not pass a balanced budget
resolution without heavy pressure
from the states," Keating added. He
said the decision by the Missouri
Legislature in May to join the ranks
after it repeatedly rejected such proposals gave the "dramatic turnabout" proponents needed to get their
effort back on track.
If two more states follow suit, Congress would be bound to call the first
such constitutional convention in the
nation's history.
THE FOUNDING FATHERS pro-

vided two routes for amending the
Constitution. Congress, by two-thirds
vote in each chamber, can propose
such an amendment, as has been done
for each of the current 26 amendments. A constitutional convention
also can be called upon the petition of
two-thirds of the state legislatures.
Once an amendment is offered, the
process then becomes the same: it
must be ratified by three-fourths of
the states, or 38 states.
In New York, the state Senate Judiciary Committee passed a balanced
budget resolution last week. It could
be on the floor of the GOP-run Senate
there as early as next week, although
backers are less hopeful of a victory
in the Democratic-run New York General Assembly.
Votes could come within the next
few weeks in Kentucky, too, where 22
of the Senate's 38 members are co-

sponsoring such legislation. And a
similar measure is progressing
through the Vermont legislature.
Backers in California are using the
ballot initiative process to get a referendum on such an amendment on the
ballot in November.
The Reagan administration has
been neutralon the subject of a constitutional convention, but has strongly
backed an amendment for a balanced
budget. In his 1964 State of the Union
address, President Reagan mentioned his support for it only in passing, despite an unmet 1960 campaign
vow that he would balance the budget
by 1984.
Balanced-budget proponents point
to the inability of even an administration as conservative as Reagan's to
get federal spending under control as
a prime reason why a restriction on
federal borrowing should be written
into the constitution.

Escort service becoming more popular

Rape reports cause increased police security
by Marcy Grande
stall reporter
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Dave McMahon, a freshman music education major, keeps his eyes on the music
while practicing with the trombone choir.
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See related story, page 4.

The reported assaults and rapes
involving University women being
abducted on the west end of campus
have resulted In increased police security, fear among University women
and a substantial influx in the number
of students using the escort service.
"We're doing everything we can,"
said William Bess, director of Public
Safety."We have stationed several
patrolmen around the area."
According to Dean Gerkens, asso-

ciate director of Public Safety, police
have been receiving numerous leads
in reference to the composite sketch
released by city police earlier this
week.
"Many people called in about identifying people who resemble the face
in the composite sketch, so we have a
long list of suspects, and we have been
carefully checking out each one,"
Gerkens said.
The residents of McDonald Quadrangle, the only all-women residence
unit on campus and the closest living
unit to the common area of reported

Blockwatch program getting USG support
by Teresa Perrettl
slot! reporter

A program to help fight crime in offcampus areas is being implemented
by Undergraduate Student Government and the city of Bowline Green.
With the recent increase of assaults
on campus, walking alone at night has
become a frightening experience. The
Bowling Green Blockwatch program
designed to minimize crime, is offering neighborhood areas the chance to
get involved by being a part of the
block house-safe house action.
"Those who live off-campus are
urged to look out for suspicious incidents in their area," Pete Banner,

USG assistant national state community affairs coordinator, said.
Another aspect of the program is
the idea of safety houses.
"There will be a house on each
block with a poster/sign in the window signifying that if a person is in
trouble, they can go there for safety,"
Banner said.
"The Blockwatch program in effect
now is not very strong in off-campus
areas because students do not participate," Mayor Bruce Bellard said.
According to the mayor, getting
students involved would help the program in these areas.
'HOPEFULLY WE can get stu-

dents involved as members: we welcome all of them and will provide
information about the program," he
said.
According to Bowling Green Police
Lieutenant Bill Fox, "A lot of people
have to get involved or nothing. It is
going to take a lot more than saying
we are going to do it, it is going to take
a lot of work."
Banner outlined the areas the program is to cover.
"The areas off-campus involved,
are those adjacent to campus. This
includes Ridge Street to Poe Road
including apartments on East Merry
and Frazee Apartments, Winthrop
Terrace to Mercer Road and Scott

Hamilton to Eighth Street," Banner
said.
Because these areas consist primarily of students, Banner believes
students are going to have to make
the effort to get involved. "Safety is
important, this is one way to get
students involved in the community
and to show the community we care
about crime," he said.
The program is tentatively scheduled to begin after spring break. If it
is successful then it will continue next
year.
"Even if it only cuts down one rape
or assault, I would consider it successful," Banner said.

Demanding Gemayel must stand trial

Druse, Shiites routing Lebanese Army
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - Druse
and Shiite militias swept the hills
south of Beirut yesterday after
routing the crumbling Lebanese army
for the second time in nine days.
Druse leader Walid Jumblatt said
President Amin Gemayel should resign and stand trial for "crimes."
A Druse offensive that drove the
army from positions south of the
capital left the U.S. Marines, based at
Beirut's airport, almost surrounded
leftist Druse and Shiite Moslem

sweeps through the hills, picking up
equipment abandoned by the Lebanese army and Christian militias
who fled at the surprise offensive on
Tuesday.
Police said 50 people were killed
and 89 wounded in the fighting in the
hills Tuesday and yesterday. They
said two people died and 14 were
wounded in Beirut, where clashes
continued along the "green line." the
strip dividing Christian east ana Moslem west Beirut.

Marines maintained access to
the Mediterranean via a narrow strip,
crossing the coastal highway, to a
boat landing zone dubbed the "green
beach." Spokesperson Maj. Dennis
Brooks said there was no fighting
around the base.
The Druse fighters and Amal, the
largest Shiite militia, joined along the
coastal highway and made clean-up

GOVERNMENT SOURCES said
Gemayel was on the verge of meeting
a key opposition demand by abrogating a May 17,1983, troop withdrawal
agreement with Israel. But he made
no announcement yesterday.
Jumblatt said rejection of the pact
was no longer enough.
"Amin Gemayel has to step down,"
he said. "There will never be any

Bombing
threatened
in McFall

A reported bomb scare yesterday
afternoon emptied many administrative offices in McFall Center while
police investigated the premises.
The bomb threat was reported to
campus police by an office in McFall
Center sometime after 1 p.m. yesterday, William Bess, director of Public
Safety said. Occupants of the building
were notified ana given the option to
evacuate the building, he said.

■the bottom line-

President Paul Olscamp, whose office is in the building, said he was at
Miletti Alumni Center at the time, but

talks, any dialogue, any reconciliation wifli the (rightist Christian) Phalangists or Amin Gemayel while he is
in power.
"Gemayel may be trying to save bis
neck. There will be no mercy for him.
He must be tried - he and the other
officers, especially (Lebanese army
chief Gen. Ibraham) Tannous, for all
the crimes they committed."
One "crime, he said, was calling
in artillery support from the U.S.
ships on "national areas" in the Syrian-held mountains.
The Voice of Lebanon, the rightist
Christian radio station, said the Lebanese army's 4th Brigade regrouped
at the coastal town of Damour. 10
miles south of Beirut. But reporters
who traveled near Damour said the
area was held by Druse and Shiite
Moslem militiamen.
Associated Press correspondent

returned to his office when he heard
the news.
Olscamp said the person(s) who
called in the threat have been recorded on an answering machine as
the call was made over the noon hour
at the Admissions Office.
While Olscamp said bomb threats
are "no laughing matter" he said the
"police did not consider it a real
threat" because giggling could be
heard on the tape. The president
added that suspect(s) would be "prosecuted to the fullest extent of the
law."

Max Nash reported from Sidon, 15
miles south of Damour in Israeli-held
territory, that government soldiers
had been streaming into Israeli lines
for more than 24 hours. Israeli soldiers said hundreds of Lebanese soldiers arrived in Sidon.

abduction, have been observed taking
special precautions. Last night, the
women warned each other about
going out alone. Some who prepared
to walk alone heeded tips for protection and waited to accompany people
who were traveling the same way.

the escort service has been receiving
a flood of calls these days.
"Last semester, we received 945
calls total, and already we have at
least 800. We've been getting about 50
a night. Last Thursday there were 71,
and Tuesday we had 104," Stone said.

The publicity of the alleged attacks
appears to have urged more students
to call the escort service for rides or
walking escorts.

Despite the sharp influx of calls,
Stone said there have been enough
volunteers to provide for the volume
of callers, though people have to wait
ten or 15 minutes. Stone added that
the escort service is taking on more
volunteers.

Tamy Stone, sophomore coordinator of the volunteer service, said

Stamp collectors:

Olympics by mail
by Cathy Wise
reporter

More people have begun collecting commemorative stamps since
the United States was named host
of the 1984 Summer Olympics,
according to Bowling Green postmaster Bob Hill.
Between 25 and 30 people collect
stamps at the Bowling Green Post
Office, he said, but only ten to 15 of
them are serious collectors.
One of them is
Steve Schwab, 38, a
University plumber
from Weston, who
has been collecting
stamps for about 30 •
years and has a com- f
filete Olympic set colected since that
time.
His aunt got him
started when he was
in grade school because she had some
extra stamps,
Schwab said, and he
now has a collection
of between 2,500 and 3,000 stamps.
Stamp collecting can be an expensive hobby, Hill said, because
collectors usually buy blocks of the
same stamp. But he added that
people can't lose money on stamp
collecting because stamps can always be used for practical reasons.
Sometimes stamp collecting is
more profitable than a collector
can imagine, Hill said.

In Washington, President Reagan
said the Marines, to be withdrawn
soon, could stay on the U.S. ships for
as long as they would have been kept
on shore - which could be another
year or more.
Secretary of State George Shultz
said the Marines, on their secondhighest alert, were not in great danger at their base.
Britain already has removed its 115man unit of the four-country force. A
spokesperson for Italian Premier Bettino Craxi said yesterday most of the
1,400-man Italian unit would be out in
two weeks.

He said the Curtiss Jenny is a
classic example of stamp value.
Because of a printing mistake, the
24 cent stamp issued in 1918 honoring a hangar airplane is worth
$145,000 ana more every time it is
sold.
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•University Health Center officials
say they are concerned because
many students have not returned
their measle vaccination forms.
Page 3.
•The University men's basketball
team won while the women suffered a loss to Western Michigan
last night. Pages 6,7.

"Postmasters don't like to allow
any mistakes printed to go out into
circulation, but it sometimes gives
the collector more for his money,"
Hill added.
George Marshall, owner of Marshall's Stamp & Coin in Toledo,
said there are many different kinds
of valuable stamps available depending on the kind collected and
the amount of money spent.
"You have to specialize in one
country's stamps be
cause they change
and print so many
stamps in one year
that it is too difficult
to keep track of more
than one country,"
Schwab said.
Stamp collecting is
not only for adults.
The national Benjamin Franklin Stamp
Club is sponsored by
local post offices for
third, fourth, and
fifth graders, Hill
said.
The club is a proSgram offered to help
ade school teachers educate
eir students about stamps, Hill
said. It is well accepted by teachers because of its educational value
and because it is fun for the children, he added.
The Bowling Green Post Office
has not initiated the program in
Bowling Green city schools yet, but
Hill said they will begin one when
they find a qualified person to run
it.
Marshall said that anyone who
would like to begin stamp collecting should attend the 60th Annual
Stamp Exhibit & Bourse on Feb. 25
from 10 to 6 pm. and Feb. 26,11 to 5
Gi. at the Yorkshire Hall, 4017
Grange St. in Toledo.

weather

Sunny today o high near 50-55.
increasing cloudiness tonight
with a slight chance of showers
and a low near 45
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editorial
Combat rape problem
with common sense
i Cpvon't worry, it'll never happen to me." This rationaliJ_/zation is used by many young women who walk home
alone at night. However, an escalation of assaults and rapes
in the past three weeks makes it imperative that women take
more precautions before venturing out alone.
According to William Bess, director of Public Safety,
"every attempt is being made to catch the suspect(s). Bess
believes that it is one or two people committing the offenses.
He said the four assaults reported to their office, and the
most recent rape, on February 10, are believed to be related.
Yet, the community must be commended for their security
efforts.
Both campus and city police officials have stepped up onfoot and in-car patrols in the area. The administration
recently installed flood lights around campus to brighten
walking areas.
The Student Escort Service, sporting orange vests and
hand radios, is a welcome sight around campus. The service
has reported a substantial increase in business of late. The
total number of calls for last semester was 945 and the
service has already racked up 800 calls, averaging about SO a
night, according to Tamy Stone, coordinator of the volunteer service.
Residence halls have been alerting female residents about
the recent assaults and rapes and informing them of the
dangers of walking at night alone.
Yet for all those women who take safety precautions, there
are many who do not. How many violent crimes need
continue before these people come to their senses?
As a final reminder:
• Use the Escort Service (3724360)
• Use the buddy system
• Walk in lighted areas
• If you have any information pertaining to the crimes, call
Public Safety (372-2346)

Cybernetics and war
by Peter Q. Kaubf
In the most recent issue of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, the
editor. Bernard Feld, admits that he
. and some of his collogues are beginning to seriously doubt whether world
leaders are rational enough "to keep
the fingers off the buttons.... Where
we really seem to be heading... is
toward a confrontation from which
neither (side) will be capable of backing down." We are all aware that such
worries, and the numbers of people
having them, are mounting. Yet
many of those who either support U.S.
defense policy or sit on the sidelines
withdrawn from the nuclear debate
would prefer to consider people like
Feld to be nothing more than doomsayers: over-emotional, or underinformed, or less than realistic, or some
combination thereof. They prefer to
believe that those who formulate and
execute defense strategies, being
privy to more and better information
than the rest of us, and being at least
as rational, constitute our "Best bet"
for avoiding nuclear war and preserving the peace. In short, the complacent taclUy assume that our leaders
make decisions according to the "rational paradigm" - that they will
diligently gather, absorb, and apply
vast quantities of information; that
they will examine many alternatives,
evaluate them on the basis of projected consequences, and elect to
Implement those alternatives that
maximize their constituents' benefits
(peace and freedom) and minimize
their constituents' risk. Is this assumption warranted?
Over the past two decades, an alternative decision paradigm has
emerged, with adherents who claim
that it can more adequately account
for the way policy-makers in (act
reach their decisions. This paradigm,
called the cybernetic paradigm, if
taken seriously, should leave us all
much leas sanguine about the ability,
or at least the likelihood, of world
leaders "doing the right (rational)

Correction
In correction of a letter which appeared Feb. S, Christine Miller is the
undergraduate representative to the
Non-Traditional Student Advisory
Committee. We regret the mistake.

thing." On the cybernetic model, decisions are made with minimal - or at
best severely limited- attention to the
facts, are made without an attempt to
calculate the outcomes of various
alternative actions, and are made in
favor of previouslv-employed strategies and tactics which are renounced
only after a significant negative result is experienced. The cybernetic
decision-maker acts first and evaluates later. On this account, the advocate of a pro-nuclear posture, be it
deterrence, retaliation, first-strike, or
flexible-response, will maintain his or
her stance until it overtly fails - for
example, until we (or they) try out the
bombs. Frankly, that worries me. If
the cybernetic paradigm is even remotely close to accounting for actual
decision-making, then who appears
wiser, the complacent believer in the
"rationality" of our leaders, or Mr.
Feld?
But is the cybernetic paradigm
essentially correct? And if so, could
one reasonably hope to suspend its
dominance over the decision-making
process long enough to dismantle the
current threats to our continued existence? Are there ways of educating
people to (perhaps gradually) come
to utilize other decision methodologies, to form new habits? I don't know
the answers to these questions. But
here we have a university community
whose strengths lie in creativity, sensitivity, capacity for critical thinking,
and training in sophisticated research
methodologies. It seems to me that
our special talents could be applied,
some of the time, to attempt to answer these and similar questions; one
might also hope that the members of
the community would, as individuals,
act upon their findings. But as I look
around, I don't see much of that
happening. I see, with some notable
exceptions, "business as usual." Perhaps we too are the victims of our own
cybernetic decision-making, caught
to the old academic ruts, awaiting the
ultimate disconfirmation. Would it be
"rational" for us to fry to do better? If
the cybernetic paradigm does indeed
capture the essence of decision-making as it actually occurs, then "business as usual" will very likely mean
early - and universal - bankruptcy.
Kauber is a guest columnist for the
Mews and will give more information
on this topic today at 4:30 pjn. as a
put of Values and Ethics week.
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The battle of Caspar and George
by Art Buchwald

The rumor in Washington is that
Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger and Secretary of State George
Shultz can't get together on foreign
policy. There is a further rumor that
Weinberger, is influencing foreign policy more than Shultz.
"This shouldn't surprise anyone,"
Miguel, my friend at one of the embassies in Washington, told me. "Everyone in this town knows the
Pentagon is in, and Foggy. Bottom is
out."
"Why is that?" I wanted to know.
"Because when a country has a
foreign policy based on military
stength, the secretary of defense is
going to have a lot more to say than
the secretary of state."
"That's how much you know. The
secretary of defense only carries out
the policies set by the State Department," I said.
"It used to be that way, but it isn't
anymore. Look at it from our point of
view. When Weinberger goes globetrotting he carries photos of new
tanks, classy fighter planes, sleek
ground-to-air missiles, and sexy helicopters. When George Shultz travels
around the world he has nothing to
show world leaders except pictures of
his grandchildren.
"when Shultz talks to my colonelpresident, all he tells him is that if he
wants continued U.S. support, he has
to set his financial house in order,
hold free elections and stop beating up
on the people. That's not the kind of
stuff my leader wants to hear.
"Weinberger doesn't give lectures.
As long as my colonel-president certifies we're anti-communist, we can
have all the ground-to-air missiles
and tear gas we want. If you were
running my country would you rather
have a visit from Shultz or Weinberger?"
"Weinberger, of course."
"Our foreign minister is going to
make a visit to Washington this spring
and I have been setting up his itinerary. He just cabled me and wanted to
know why he had to visit the State
Department.

"i told him it was tradition, so be
agreed to a 10-minute stop there, on
the condition he could spend the rest
of the day at the Pentagon."
"That's not very diplomatic."
"The Defense Department has offered the foreign minister a ride on a
nuclear aircraft carrier, a flight in a
B-52 bomber and a military parade in
his honor at West Point. All the State
Department could come up with was a
visit to Disney World."
"Don't your people realize the secretary of state is the second most
important position in our government?"
"Not under Reagan it isn't. Rumor
has it that when George Shultz starts
briefing the president on some intricate diplomatic problem, Reagan

dozes off in his chair. But when Weinberger comes in with his bagful of
military contingency plans, the president really perks up. Mr. Reagan
loves simplistic solutions to world
affairs."
i

"No wonder you people are tilting
toward Weinberger''
"It's no contest when you have to
choose between a Cabinet officer who
has a 115 billion budget and one who
has $306 billion to toss around."
"Do you have any word on the
morale of the State Department?"
"The rumor is that they're not too
happy over there. The president still
lets them write nasty diplomatic
notes to Nicaragua, Cuba and Canada. And every once in awhile they
can call in a foreign ambassador and

read the riot act to him for shipping
computers to Bulgaria. But it's hard
to sell the foreign country leaders on a
peaceful solution to a crisis situation
when Weinberger will offer to solve
the same problem with 100 helicopter
gunships.
"I guess what you're saying has
validity, because every time you see
George Shultz on television he looks
very nervous, and every time Caspar
Weinberger comes on the screen he
doesn't seem to have a worry in the
world."
"It shouldn't surprise you. Shultz
deals in soft talk and Weinberger
deals in hardware."
Buchwald is a columnist for the Los
Angeles Times Syndicate

The second jubilation' is theme
by Arzula T. Vilify

"The Second Jubilation" is the apparent theme for Black History month
1964.
The first jubilation came when the
Emancipation Proclamation was
signed in 1863 by President Abraham
Lincoln. However, since Reconstruction we have engaged in an enormous
struggle for the past 7 decades. I
contend that now is the time to announce the victory.
February 1984 presents the first
timely occasion, supportable by concrete evidence, that the black man is
indeed emancipated.
The proof of freedom is the absence
of police brutality, freedom to vote,
the absence of signs for "whites
only", accessibility to housing and
other public facilities. These were the
conditions we battled against. Based
on the black man's present condition
in society, we won!
Better yet, the strongest testimonial signaling freedom is Jesse Jackson's candidacy for the President. In
no country can people under captivity
run for the country's highest political
office.
Many will be reluctant to proclaim
jubilantly. One reason some blacks
will not accept their freedom is because they have been made to believe
that Jackson's campaign hasn't a
chance and he is not a presidential
contender to be seriously considered.
Yet, whether he wins or loses depends
on him, his opponents, circumstances, events, and more importantly, the voters.
Another reason for caution is that a
people so long bounded by a history of
slavery finds freedom impossible to
visualize in light of racism, poverty
and social injustice. They believe the
massive poverty, social injustice and
racism which are still suffered by
blacks depict the remains of bondage.
Jackson's "Rainbow Coalition"
platform offers to change and seriously address these issues. Even so,
further study shows that all the races
of mankind are victims of poverty,
racism and social injustice. These
conditions are not unique to our own
heritage.
Racism will be the focus of debate
because many people feel that racism
and freedom cannot co-exist. I bravely and boldly asser* that the absence of racism is not a prerequisite
for freedom or for exercising civil
liberties. A few prime examples are
the Jews, Italians, Irishmen, Orientals, Germans and the Hispanics.
Many are racist against them, but
who dares to utter that these people
are not free.
Some other blacks will not declare
freedom because they fear white retaliation. They believe that accomplishments already reached may be
lost due to the white*American's eco-

nomic and social leverages. They
particularly fear that the government
will no longer feel the moral obligation to finance current social programs for the advancement of the
black man if freedom is proclaimed.
They fail to see that the government is
as obligated as ever to the care of its
own people, particularly in light of its
stance on human rights.
Having been so accustomed to bearing and believing their destiny rests
with the white man, others are unwilling to announce freedom because
they equally dread taking charge of
the responsibility to determine their
own success or failure.
Then there are possibly some who
profit socially and economically from
the ongoing struggle for freedom.
These folks most assuredly will not
want to claim freedom in an effort to
uphold their own selfish ends.
Martin L. King, Jr.'s last words to
us were. "I've been to the mountain
top... I've looked over and I've seen
the promised land. I may not get there
with you. But, I want you to know
tonight that we as a people will get to
the promised land."
In his 1963 speech, "I have a
dream" he told us how to recognize
the promised land. He said, "There
are those who are asking the deputies
of Civil Rights, when will you be
satisfied. We can never be satisfied as
long at the Negro is the victim of the
unspeakable horrors of police brutality. We can never be satisfied as long
as our bodies, heavy with the fatigue
of travel, cannot gain lodging in the
motels of the highways and the hotels
of the cities. We cannot be satisfied as
long as the Negro's basic mobility is
from a smaller ghetto to a larger one.
We can never be satisfied as long as
our children are stripped of their
selfhood and robbed of their dignity
by signs stating for "whites only. We
cannot be satisfied as long as the
Negro in Mississippi cannot vote and
the Negro in New York believes he
has nothing for which to vote. No, no
we are not satisfied and we will not be
satisfied until justice rolls down like
waters and righteousness like a
■nightly stream." The basic terms for

identifying freedom were stated in the many of them choose the euphoric
speech.
world 4, <fem ttW: ftrbulaatlife of
Although bis dream overwhelmed .aims, and iaorettae atwr tax burcteiM
us by including the hopeless ideas of a and welfare rolls. Now is the acceptaheaven here on earth, I believe we can ble time to give our children renewed
all reasonably agree that the ingre- hope. Just as King persisted in the
dients for freedom do not demand a struggle for our children, so should we
Srfect, idealized society. Our own proclaim freedom for their further
« county - The United States of
America - continuously struggles to
_tewise, if Black History Month
maintain its freedom. The black 1984 remains true to its purpose, freeman's freedom must be maintained in dom must be proclaimed. As King
a like manner. We must arm our- said, "When we LET freedom
selves to defend freedom, just as we reign... black men and white men,
armed ourselves to attain it.
Jews and gentiles, Protestants and
On the other hand, unless we also Catholics will be able to join hands
take on the attitudinal armor of a free and sing to the words of the old Negro
people and unlatch the manacles of spiritual - "Free at last, free at last.
our own minds, there remains little Thank God almighty, we're free at
cause of inducement for a continued last."
push for excellence, self-assurance,
reliance and sufficiency.
Villery is a guest editorialist for the
Far too long we have allowed our News. This is the second half of a two
children to wallow in the pains of part series commemorating Black
hopelessness. It is no wonder that

Rec center court
policies are unfair
To all tuition payers at BGSU: we
would like to inform you of a great
injustice occurring at the BGSU Rec
Center. According to the staff members at the Rec, 7:00-11:00 p.m. every
day of the week during the winter is
basketball prime-time. Basketball intramurals conclude at 9:00 p.m.
We arrived at the Rec on Wednesday February 8,1964 at 8:00 p.m. and
graciously waited for an "unreserved" court to open up so that we
could play volleyball. The intramurals on this court concluded at 8:45
p.m. At which time we asked the staff
members to assemble a net for us.
They refused!! The only given reason
for us not to play was that it was
prime-time basketball. We were then

questioned as to why we wanted to
play volleyball instead of basketball.
If we played basketball we could get
one of the two open courts. But since
we chose volleyball we would have to
wait until 11:05 p.m. when the empty
"unreserved" courts would be open
for any other sport.
This refusal is combatted with the
fact that we as students of BG support
the Rec Center and its activities with
our tuition. We believe that all four
courts should not be solely reserved
for basketball. We were informed by
the staff that anyone walking off the
street who wanted to play basketball
had priority over those of who had
been waiting 45 minutes for this open
"unreserved" court. But, as we were
told again and again by one of the
staff members, "That's beside the
point."
Lisa Coonrid
Suinn Echlar
MM East

by T. Downing and T. Cleary

Clear Views
flUAT W NEED
TO DO IS &ET
■fcUR MlK) OFF
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campus/local
Bus station owner loves his job
by Erin Wagoner
reporter

"You have to work to get anywhere
in this world."

The Bowling Green bus station is
a small lonely building without
much character, but inside is a
man who likes being with people
and loves to work.
Gilbert Zardy Avery, known to
most of his mends as G.Z., is a
man some students may know be
cause he has operated the Greyhound bus station on Lehman Road
for 13 years.
While running the bus station,
Avery said he has gotten to know a
lot of students and that is one
reason why he likes his Job.
"They all are real good to me,"
he said. "They bring me cookies
when they get a package from
home." He added, '' I don't want
this to ever end. I want to work
forever."
Since 1971, when he bought the
building, Avery has arrived each
morning at 8 a.m. His day is spent
answering phones, filling out tickets and getting packages ready for
bus travel.
The little bus station is well
cared for. In it sits two desks, one
covered with paperwork, the other
a color television. Behind the latter
sits a sqeaky, green chair with
worn-out arms, evidence that a lot
of time has been spent there.
At 6 p.m. Avery leaves to eat and
then returns two hours later to
work an additional two hours.
"Work is my hobby," he said.

BEFORE BUYING the bus station, Avery worked on the street
car line running from Detroit to
Cincinnati. He said that he drove a
Greyhound bus for 35 years and
after retiring in 1965, worked at
Bargain City for six years.
"f always had two jobs at once.
When I drove the bus, I owned my
own tailoring shop in Toledo," he
said. "My friends always asked me
bow I did it. Well, they're all dead
now, and I'm still here."
Avery has lived in Bowling
Green all of his life. He said as a
boy he lived on a farm two miles
north of the city where he played
baseball and raced his horse and
buggy.
"We used to have a lot of horses
when I was younger," Avery said.
"My family and I used to go to
Dallas and trade them. That was
before the streets were paved."
Avery claims be is only 39, but
can remember incidents that occured as long ago as 1908.
"I can walk through Union Hill
Cemetery and tell you something
about every person buried there,
Avery said. 'There's a lot of people
there too."
Avery's wife died on Valentine's
Day five years ago, and their son
was killed in a bus accident at the
age of 23. They also adopted a girl
from Belgium who died a little over
a year ago.
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Students not sending
immunization records
by Jolene Aubel
reporter

The Student Health Center has received only 1,423 replies out of the 15,000 forms they sent out last semester
regarding measles immunization records, according to Joanne Navin,
clinical coordinator.
"Along with having the proper vaccinations, proper records of them
should also be kept," Navin said. "It's
important to keep your own vaccination records because you're the one
who's going to need them."
She said the Health Center is distressed over the lack of responses. If
an outbreak of measles occurs, she
said, the Health Center could determine who needed to be vaccinated if
immunization records were available.
Within the past year, cases of measles were reported at the University
of Notre Dame and Indiana Univer% measles are contracted by an
adult, the consequences are more
serious than for children, according to

G.Z. Avery

A

bg news staff/James Youll

519 Ridge Street
2 Bedroom
furnished townhousc

• CON&TlCMItS

• now or.
not mclu4|

2 Bcdnn furn. apt. with
garbage disposals it dlah washers
lit

Upper Unite

2388/sem&elec.
Basement Unite

sozie ■

•LOS

THE HAIR REPAIR

2028/sem&elec.
CALL 352-0717

2 man rate - $375/mo & gas
3 man rate - $435/mo & gas
4 man rate - $450/mo & gas

Hftere Qvollty Came* Urn"
Opan I Oam-6pm
r%. ISMS»»

0A

o**

'«/*

4

RIDGE MANOR APTS.

• cut

516 E. Merry Avenue

K

American Heart
Association

LAY It CUT

EAST MERRY APARTMENTS

information released by the Ohio D«pertinent of Health. "Measles can
cause a pregnant woman to h*y* a
miscarriage or give birth to a premature baby, according to the report
Other severe side elects of measles
include hearing loss or pneumonia,
Navin added.
The Student Health Center and the
Ohio Department of Health an
"pushing students to be immunized to
prevent a measles outbreak at this
University," Navin said. Thto campaign started last semester, when all
students were sent forms about their
measles immunization records.
The Health Center urges students to
iet immunized if they have never bad
te measles or nave been Imnwihwd
with a live measles vaccine after one
year of age.
"When you are in doubt, you should
be immunized," Navin said. She said
measles can be prevented adding that
a triple vaccine can be administered
for mumps and rubella, also.
Symptoms of the measles include a
rash lasting three or four days, a
fever of at least 101 degrees and a
cough.

CALL 351V0717

When America's
looking for something
exciting to eat...

SPONSORED BY:

ALPHA SIGMA PHI FRATERNITY
AND

ALPHA PHI SORORITY
IN CONJUNCTION WITH
S>

America heads for
TacoBell!
Taco Bell's taking all the things you like... fresh ground beef,
crisp lettuce and tomatoes, real, tangy cheddar cheese...
and fixing them up an exciting new way you're going to love.
So come on in for something delicious just made for you!
Only at Taco Bell.

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 18
NORTH EAST COMMONS
9:00 PM - 1:00 AM
FEATURING LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

WIN A TRIP TO SUNNY
MIAMI BEACH FLORIDA
(winner need not be present to win)

-COUPON

■

COUPON

BCIRRITO
SUPREME

MACHOS

BUY ONE
GET ONE
HALF PRICE

SOFT DRINK
ONLY

PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN
ORDERING LIMIT ONE COUPON PER
PERSON PER VISIT NOT GOOD WTTH
ANT OTHER OFFER
CASH REDEMPTION VALUE IS 1/WTH CENT
GOOD ONLY AT PARTICIPATING
TACO BELL* RESTAURANTS
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 1. 1984

PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN
ORDERING LIMIT ONE COUPON PER
PERSON PER VISIT NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER OFFER
CASH REDEMPTION VALUE IS l/JOTH CENT
GOOD ONLY AT FARTKIKTWG
TACO BELL* RESTAURANTS
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH I. 1984

RAFFLE TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE FOR DRAWING

AND
MEDIUM

99C

1

-COUPON-

CREATE
AMEAL
SELECT ANY TWO:
D Taco BeyGrande"' D Taco Light
□ Burrito Supreme' □ Enchirito'
PLUS
MEDIUM SOFT DRINK
OMLY

$2.99
PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON WHIN
ORDERING LIMIT ONE COUPON PER
PERSON i>ER VISIT NOT GOOD WITH
ANT OTHER OFFER
CASH REDEMPTION VALUE B 1WTK CENT
GOOD ONLY AT PARTKIPATTNG
TACO BELL* RESTAURANTS.
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 1. IBM.

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO THE WOOD COUNTYfJHEART FUND
(MUST BE 19 YEARS OF AGE. . .PICTURE ID. REQUIRED)

fel?*kl4jlf*J)KtZ

fatvudeffap*

footHHtilcfyft*

■ ■»■«>■ -e. .
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Trombone ensemble to perform tonight
such a large group of trom- his interest to piano me- and Joe Crider, both senior
bones.
chanics to finance his col- trombone majors. Bell deThe ensemble, which lege education. Now a scribes the music as chalwas formed in fall semes- piano technician in the mu- lenging and unusual.
"Usually the trombone
ter, consists of trombone sic college, he said he finds
majors, minors and a fac- it difficult to put down the doesn't have the most inulty member. The music trombone. McCutcheon teresting part in a piece of
students are required to said he will not be hard to music, but here (in the
perform in ensemble identify at tonight's perfor- ensemble) all of the parts
groups, but the faculty mance and describes him- are interesting," she said.
member, Paul McCut- self as "the older looking
Bell became fascinated
cheon enjoys playing as a one."
hobby.
The ensemble perfor- with the trombone at the
McCutcheon, a trombone mance will be featuring age of five when she obmajor in college, turned two soloists, Sandra Bell served a group of fifth

by Pam Columbo
reportef

Twenty trombones playing together in one ensemble is a rather unusual
sight, according to Dr.
Vemon Wolcott, professor
of music.
Wolcott, the featured organist of the Trombone
Ensemble performing tonight at 8 p.m. in Bryan
Recital Hall could not recall ever performing with

graders playing different
instruments. "One of the
kids was playing a trombone and that's when I
decided that I wanted to
play the trombone," she
said.

bone lessons to 18 of the
colleges 25 trombone majors.
According to McCutcheon, this is Hunt's first
year at the University and
the first attempt at such a
large scale trombone enThe trombone ensemble semble.
is conducted by Paul Hunt,
The performance will inassociate professor in the
College of Musical Arts. clude works by MendelsHunt, who has been play- sohn, Berlion and
ing the trombone since the Shultzand and is open to
age of eight, teaches trom- the public.

Rape awareness program
scheduled for men

FRAZEE AVENUE
APARTMENTS
624, 656, 670
Frazee Avenue
2 bedroom furnished
apartments
Upper units $450/mo & elec
Basement units $400/mo & elec

Carlo L. Stoen
reporter

CALL 352-0717
RENT NOW! Last Week at These Rates!

A heated discussion held at
a local bar, about a gang
rape in New Bedford, Ohio
has developed into an upcoming program on rape
awareness for men.
Mark Willmarth, a counselor at the University's
Counseling and Career Development Center and a

WINTHROP TERRACE IPTS.
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL

"EARLY BIRD
S P E Cl AL"

graduate student in college
student personnel, said he
became more aware of
men's attitudes and myths
towards rape during the
disussion several months
ago and realized how little
he knew and understood
about rape.
As a result, he began a
class project which has
evolved into a consciousness-raising group and a
rape awareness program
for men at the University.
Both the CR group and
the rape awareness pro«am are in their infancy.
le CR group is part of a
project for the Introduction to Women's Studies
class and includes Wil-

MOST COMPLETE
IMPORT FACILITY
call today

1 I 2 BDRM APTS
400 Napolaoii M.
392-0118 £ —

Value* and Ethics Week
Event -There will be a
panel discussion on "War
and Peace: 21st Century
Scenarios" at 4:30 p.m. in
the lounge of Prout Hall.
Free and open to the public.
Another myth is that
rape is the woman's fault.
This myth "needs to be
cleared up not just for
men, but for women too,"
he said.
Men feel that rape "is
not as bad as it really is
because they believe (the
myths)," Willmarth said.
"When you get into the
actual definition of it
(rape), if you want to be
very broad, it really can be
anything that happens to a
woman that's degrading,"
he said, and that is what
men are unaware of.
"If you are a woman and
you're walking down the
street (alone), you are
going to feel a lot more
uncomfortable than a man
walking down the street by
himself," he said. "It's
hard to get men to think
that way, that women actu-

■Kft^rt

Willmarth hopes the program will affect future
parents so that their
"locked-in" attitudes and
stereotypes are not passed
down to another generation.

-B.C.-

l 352-7031

Mfife wiiiie
and the
AH-siars
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HAPPY HOUR

GRADUATE STUDENT
SENATE MEETING

W»
A STATEWIDE SEARCH BEGINS FOR

OHIO'S MOST
ELIGIBLE
MALE and FEMALE
STAR!

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 17
2:30 PM M'FALL ASSEMBLY ROOM
GUEST SPEAKER:
DR. GARETT HEBERLEIN
DEAN OF THE GRADUA TE COLLEGE

*v

If you are currently single and .18 years or older, YOU may be
selected by Twelve Star Productions, Ltd. tor our annual
"Ohio's Most Eligible Star!" calendar publications.
Those selected have the opportunity to be seen by over 10 million Ohioans and
more than 50 of the top international advertising, modeling agencies and theatrical
casting directors. We will select 12 gentlemen and 12 ladies from Ohio tor our 1985
publications. In addition, your fellow Ohioans will elect the Top Male and Top
Female by ballot, who will win a 2-week, all expanse paid trip to Paris, France (or
$5,000 cash equivalent).
We are seeking applicants who desire an opportunity to be in Ohio's annual "Most
Eligible Star!' calendar. All participants' names will be published in the 1985
calendar. This is a strictly controlled, dignified publication and you 'will be
associated with distinguished professionals from the advertising and phoiographic industries.

Please bring a recent snapshot of yourself that will be retained.
An application fee of $10 will be required.

or

Ttoelv* Star Production., Ltd.
P.O. Soi 1000
411 Eest Market St
Sandutky, OH 44170

kinko's copies
Hours
Mon.-Thurs 6-8
Fri4-6
Sat-9-6
(Acres* From Tsco a*io

354-3977

CARTY
RENTALS

If you want to join in the fun of representing B.Q. in the starch for

$5000

TOPIC:
THE RIGHTS & RESPONSIBILITIES
OF GRADUA TE ASSISTANTS

M x 11 whtta only

OPEN TO ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS

"Ohio's Most Eligible Start", you can be interviewed at:
SHERATON WESTGATE
The Durrand Room
3536 Secor Road at 1-475
Feb. 17-18-19
Toledo, Ohio
10:00am—8:00pm

•*•*£*«■•*
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"If they're not aware, or
don't want to deal with
them," Willmarth said."
then they've been brought
up that way. It's very hard
to change that."

[Tfeurs: Canadian!
Frt: Miner Mite

M

a\d

ally do have to live thenlives different because of
the fear of the general definiton of rape - just being
harassed."
Willmarth said that the
way we were brought up
and the society we live in
encourages violent acts,
adding that he thinks parents can help with changing attitudes.

12*93 KRAMER I
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Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events.
Submissions by all organizations are welcome and
must be turned in typed
and double spaced one
week prior to the event.

HOWARD'S

Saturdays 10:00-3:00 •tailing 2/4/84

%

!

University Theater - "Tartuffe" will be staged at 8
p.m. in the Main AuditoValues and Ethics Week rium, University Hall.
Event - The University Tickets are $2 for students
Christian Campus Min- and $4 for others.
istry is sponsoring a panel
discussion about "Minori- Black Heritage Month
ties and Women in Ameri- Event - Omega Psi Phi will
ca's Business Future" at 2 sponsor a dance at 10 p.m.
p.m. in the Town Room of in the Amani Room of
the Union. Free and open Northest Commons. Free
to all.
and open to all.

Thursday Feb. 16

V.'.m'.! iiiiwi

Furnished & Unfurnished

i/

dateline

■G'e LARGEST AND

3 Locations - Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave.
Summit St.
$
10.00 per month OFF rent if lease
is signed by March 31st.

jj

Willmarth said, "trying to
get at it before it happens,
rather than being reactive
and dealing with it after it
happens."
While doing research on
rape, Willmarth realized
how complex it was, and
the number of myths that
he himself believed. He
sees men's attitudes at the
University about rape as a
real problem.
"I think a lot of them
really do buy into the
myths, and that's kind of
scary, he said.
The one myth that Willmarth sees as the most
important to dispell is that
rape is a sexual act rather
thin the violent crime it is.

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
o WE HAVE THE CURE!

WE PAY NUT. WATER. CABLE
AID TRASH PICKUP

9-5 Evenings By Appt.

lmarth and two men from
the class. In it they discuss
sex roles and their personal feelings about rape,
along with trying to answer the question "why?"
Willmarth observed an
awareness program held
at Ohio State University to
help with organizing a program here.
The rape awareness program is still in its planning
stages, but the first one is
tentatively scheduled for
next month. It will emphasize attitudes and is
based on prevention rather
than rehabilitation, he
said.
"I'm looking more at the
proactive area of (rape),"

campus/local-

■,

APARTMENTS - 9 month individual
leases
2 bedroom/4 students starting at
$110.°° a month/$495.00a semester per
person
Also 2/3 students rentals
HOUSES for 4-5-6-8 students
all near campus
SUMMER RENTALS Special Rates
Phone for Appointment or
further Information
352-7365
352-5556

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For iniormotion About
Oth«r Centers In More Thon
'OS Major U.S. Citix 8 Abroad
Outtid* NY Slat*
CALL TOLL FREE:
600-223-1783
Call Days Evenings
« Weekends
536-3701
3550 SECOR RD.
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OHIO
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state/world
Tax relief bill considered
COLUMBUS (AP) - Senate Repub- million net gain in the state budget,"
licans, who are in the minority, said he said.
Suhadolnik said Gov. Richard Ceyesterday an income tax reduction
bill they have introduced would pro- leste's budget planners were too pessimistic when they predicted Ohio's
vide "true tax relief" for Ohioans.
But majority Democrats, who will average jobless rate would be 12
determine whether a committee ever percent this fiscal year and 11.2 perholds a hearing on the measure, dis- cent in FY 1985.
The Ohio unemployment rate fell to
missed the plan as election-year pub9.3 percent last month.
licity.
Sponsored by Sen. Gary SuhadolSUHADOLNIK SAID the state
nik R-Parma Heights, the bill would would wind up the two-year budget
make reductions in the 90 percent period with "a huge surplus" if the
income tax surcharge adopted last trend continues ana the money is not
year based on drops in the state's spent.
unemployment rate.
He said that if his bill had been in
Suhadolnik said Legislative Budget effect, the improving employment
Office figures show fiscal year-to-date picture would nave lowered the 90
tax revenues are $145 million over percent surcharge to 69 percent by
earlier projections. He said income now.
exceeded projections by $178 million
Also pending in the Senate is a
in January alone.
Democratic-sponsored House mea"Conversely, LBO has also esti- sure providing income tax refunds in
mated that for every 1 percent drop in the event of sustained low unemployunemployment there is a $190 to $210 ment and a big budget surplus.

But Suhadolnik said It contains too
many conditions. "Watting for an
income tax refund would become like
it was watting in line to boy a cabbage
patch doll last Christmas?' he said.
Senate Democrats - unenthusiastic
about the House proposal - are even
less impressed with the GOP plan.
"It's, in my judgment, a purely
political move aimed toward campaign time and lacks a great deal of
substance," Senate President Harry
Meshel, D-Youngstown, said.
In floor action, senators approved,
31-0, a bill giving handicapped people
who use support dogs the same rights
and privileges granted to the bund
and deaf who use guide and hearing
i. Michael Schwamralder, D-Columbus, said such persons now have
no guarantee they can enter a restaurant or shopping mall accompanied
by the animals.
The bill was sent to the House.

Sinai multinational force director
assassinated by terrorist gunmen
ROME (AP) - Two gunmen yesterday shot and killed Leanjon Hunt, the
American director of a multinational
force that patrols the Sinai. An anonymous caller said a group called the
Fighting Communist Party was responsible for the attack.
Dr. Claudio Bevilacqua said by
telephone from San Giovanni Hospital
of Hunt: "He is dead. He has no heart
beat. The bullet caused multiple fractures in the head. He has been clinically dead since 8:15 p.m. (2:15
Dr. Evasio Fava, director of intensive care at the hospital, said Hunt
died minutes after be was transferred
to San Giovanni Hospital from Sant'
Eugenlo Hospital.
Maria Elena Caciotti, a spokesperson at the Multinational Force and

NORTH END PIZZA

Nuclear waste bill introduced
WASHINGTON (AP)-A
bill that would restrict the
transport of high-level radioactive waste and spent
nuclear fuel has been introduced by Rep. Mary Rose
Oakar, who says
movement of such
material has created
alarm in Ohio.

Ohio to Wisconsin for storage.
Introducing the measure, Oakar said the transport of the materials has
''caused a great deal of
alarm in Ohio" and in
neighboring states "whose
citizens are exposed to the
unavoidable risks associated with the handling of
these deadly materials/'

The Cleveland Democrat
introduced the measure the Nuclear Waste Transportation Safety Act of 1984
Oakar says the material
- last week.
should not have to be
Last November, ship- moved more than once and
ments of spent nuclear fuel that the bill would permit
rods began moving from the transport of nuclear
West Valley, N.Y., through waste only from the place

of generation to the final
repository site.
The United States does
not expect to have a permanent repository for
spent nuclear fuel until at
least 1998.

statute allows the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
and the U.S. Transportation Department to override local objections in
choosing the routes.

While more than 200 jurisdictions have passed
laws restricting movement
of nuclear waste through
their territory, a federal

A spokesperson in Oakar's office said the bill is
designed to stop or severely limit what could
become "rolling repositories."

Observers headquarters here, confirmed earlier that Hunt, the force's
civilian director-general, had been
shot "But we do not have any other
details," she said.
The Italian news agency ANSA
quoted police as saying he was shot in
the head by three men who fled in a
Flat sedan. The VS. Embassy confirmed the ANSA account
In an anonymous telephone call to a
Milan radio station, a man with a
Roman accent said, "This is the
Fighting Communist Party. We must
claim the attempt on Gen. Hunt, the
guarantor of the Camp David
agreements. The imperialist forces
must leave Lebanon. Italy must leave
NATO. No to the installation of missiles in Comiso."
The attack came a few hours after

1
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352-7734
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TUN AND GAMES11
\l MAKE YOUR
RESERVATIONS
WR RESER\
372-2638
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Field Manor
Apts.

8th Street
Apts.

542 and 560 Frazee Ave.

803-815 Eighth Street
2 bedroom,furn.& unfurn.

Upper Units ■ 475 mo. & elec.
Basement Units ■ 450 mo & elec.

BGSU'S STUDENT 'MAGAZINE

THE BGSU FLYING CLUB ANNOUNCES
THE WINNERS OF THE RECENT
FOOD RAFFLE:

Hssis advertising

We mould like to thank everybody lot their support at
Invite all those interested (n MUon'WWfendour ukekty
meetings In 107 Hanna Wednesday

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS

apts - a/c avail.
Furn. - 280/mo. & gas & electric
Unfurn. - 265/mo & gas & electric

Call Greenbriar, inc.
352-0717

sales representatives
hr Hi Sprint Semester Edition.

1- PRIZE: Scott Gallier
2"d PRIZE: Malcolm Morgen
3" PRIZE: Janet Lytle

Rent by Fob. 24, 1984 and put down only,
a 400.00 deposit to qualified applicants

If interested eettaet the Advertising Mintjer,
SttiaW Publicatkmj-372-2601

Noneman Real VMoli- Company

Mark's
pizza pub
352-3551

HKl»hm.H H\N\I.» Ml M

TARTUFFE
February 16-18 and February 22-25

NOW LEASING:
SUMMER & FALL

Main Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.
February 25 matinee at 3:00 p.m.
Students $2.00
Adults $4.00
CALL 372-2719 FOR RESERVATIONS

825 THIRD ST:

HALF BATHS. FURNISHED APTS. RENT IS
5325/MO.

\

755, 777 MANVILLE:
SMO/MO. 12 MO. LEASES ONLY 2 BEDROOM 1
1/2 BATHS UNFURNISHED.

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
354-3961

c

Leasing For Fall 1984
referred Properties Co
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at New Cherry wood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378
9:00-4:30 Monday-Friday
L

rf5"OFF"j
I

I

OPEN TONITE
til 8:00

$2.00
OFF

I
I

Any X-large
Pin. with
2 items

uO

352-3551

Special Features

2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished
Gas heat-gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
1-1/2 bath
JEANS 'N THINGS
for Guys 'n Gals
531 Ridge St.

'I

FAST
FREE
DELIVERY

|

VILLEj 2 BEDROOM, ONE AND ONE

When its gotta be pizza
its got to be Pisanello's
and subs too! According
to a BGSU preference
survey, students prefer
Pizza to hamburgers.
According to National
Restaurant Association
tests, Pizza is the better
nutritional value. The
WFAL survey rated
Pisanello's Pizza the
BEST in Bowling Green.
Give us a chance to
create a meal or a snack
for you.and ask about
our party specials.

"

Happy Hours Daily 4-7

NICBLY A«.

RANGED ONE BEDROOM APTS. RENTS IS
S300/MO INCLUDING OAS, AND WATER.

841 8th ST, 733 MAN-

Any amo.ll pizza
with on* or «oro items
S~~^\ or Largo tub
Delivery
OKSSJP®''®'ONE COUPON
COUP PER PIZZA
THRU 4/30/84
|i^ZZOOPtH4PmQ0QDTr
4C1
K1A.A
u_
i
a..
352-5166
Voted Best Pizza In B.C.

A separate multinational force, including American, Italian, French
and British troops, is in the Beirut
area of Lebanon. The anonymous
caller apparently was also referring
to this force, as well as to NATO plans
to install nuclear missiles at Comiso,
Italy, as part of the deployment of 572
new medium-range missiles in Westem Europe.

FEBRUARY 23, 24,25

FREE PIZZA
■HktratUbvy
Receive a free medium pizza
with the purchase of a large
pizza, each with the same
number of items.

Vice President George Bush left
Rome. He had discussed the situation
in Lebanon with Italian officals.
The multinational force monitors
the Israeli-Egyptian accord that returned the Sinai to Egypt. Hunt, 57, a
retired career diplomat, has been its
director since the fall of 1982. He was
a native of Mill Creek. Okla.

o
Any Medium o
tit
Pizza with
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S

352-3551

Free mrith any

|

large or

J

Buy any
Sub - Get
2 cans

§

X- large Pizza £

of Pop Free

£

I

I
{

&■■■■ ■■COUPON* ■■ Mi wmM

ALL CORD BAGGIES
30% -50% OFF

•Indoor heated pool
«Sun lamps
•Metros sauna
'Shower massage
•Hydro-spa whirlpool Summer urtngs Available
•Complete exercise focillties ond equipment

352-3551

fa. (12") it refdar price
d neto M itatia

s

i■
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Boy Any Mm

A new facility which has been built I • features the
following:

!

I

Ml residents will be granted membership to Health Spa

^KCE

CB

2 items

S

352-3551

Haven House
Piedmont-8th & High St.
Birchwood Place-650 Sixth St
Small Bldgs.- Manville
between 6th & 7th st.

OFF I

3

One 6-pack
of Coca Cola

this coupon NOT
good with any
other offer

Apartment Complexes

"$T"o 0 j

taetyWO
Good in-house only
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Falcons rout Broncos, 71-53
by Tom Hlsak
sports editcx
For the admission price, the 2,429
tans at Anderson Arena last night had
a sports extravaganza - featuring a
basketball game and a boxing match.
A mild brouhaha erupted at the end of
the first half, before Bowling Green
proceeded to sit Western Michigan on
its pants with a 71-53 rout.
With only seven seconds remaining
in the first half, BG's Brian Miller
was fouled by WMU's Cordell Eley
while driving the basket. Miller went
to the line with the one-and-one opportunity. But after sinking the first shot,
Eley purposely backed into Miller,
there was some pushing and shoving,
and then Eley threw a punch at
MlDer.
ELEY PROCEEDED to go after
Miller, before both benches were
emptied and order finally restored.
Eley was ejected from the game and
Miller awarded a two-shot technical
foul. Only 67 seconds earlier, the
Broncos' Kelvin Oliver had been
slapped with a technical.
''After I got fouled going to the
basket, be (Eley) told me he was

going to punch me in the face," Miller
said. "He just backed right into me
after the foul shot and twisted his leg
around me and started punching.
"I can see playing aggressive, but I
would never throw a shot at somebody
- for the team's sake - you're not
going to get anything out of it"
The half finally ended with BG
holding a decided, 34-15 edge over a
hapless Bronco squad that shot only
37 percent from the field. At one point
in the first half, WMU experienced an
eight minute drought before connectingon a bucket from the field.
The Falcons led by as many as 25
points in the second half in coasting to
their second consecutive blowout. BG
routed Ball State last Saturday, 74-45.
But both WMU and the Cardinals
occupy the cellar of the Mid-American Conference.
"After a while you don't win, and
you don't expect to win," Bronco
coach Vernon Payne said of his squad
which finished 5-23 last season. "But I
think we're battling that with this
team. I'm remaining optimistic about
them."
ALL 13 BG players who were
healthy - except the ailing David

Jenkins and Paul Abendroth - saw
some action. But for the starting five,
Keith Taylor led all scorers with 15
points, while Bill Faine and Colin
Irish added 12 apiece.
For the second straight game, BG
coach John Weinert's troops played a
team game, emphasizing Weinert's
"we and not me game plan.
"The last two games we've played
hard, smart and unselfish," Weinert
said of his club which improved its
MAC mark to 7-6. "And that's the girl
we danced with all last year."
BG shot only 43 percent from the
field, but controlled the tempo of the
Same, which was the key according to
teinert.
"The name of the game is tempo.
When you shoot with timing and
tempo, the ball goes in.
"I remember the first game I
coached in high school. Before the
game I gave a fire-and brimstone
Vince Lombardi talk, and the team
went out and rebounded and played
great defense - but they couldn't
make a shot from Lake Michigan."
BG travels to Athens Saturday to
face Ohio University in a 1:30 p.m.
contest.

Graduate Students

PIZZA PARTY
Friday, Feb. 17
9-12 p.m.
$2.00
St. Thomas More Gym

bg news staff/Sue Cross

Let me at him!

Unibed
Vfey

Bowling Greek's Colin Irish (far left) holds back frustrated Western Michigan's Cordell Eley with the help of
two teammates aid the referee. Eley punched BG's Brian Miller (behind referee) and was ejected from the game
during first half action. The Falcons went on to defeat the Broncos. 71-53.
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WINTK SPECIAL

HOURLY SPECIALS EVERY DAY STARTING AT 4:00 PM!

34.50

NEW YORK HOUR

Ph. 352-5166
203 North main
Op*n 4 p.m.

8:00 - 9:00 PM DAILY

13 In. On*
Itea Pino.

piS*"**

Additional li»mi 754 <

"«™. 3-17-84

on* coupon p*r pizza

Take a study break and bring a friend.
Sponsored by the Graduate Student Senate

WINTER SPECIRL

93.00

IO In. On*
lt»« Pizza

Ph. 352-5166

WELCOMES

WORLD FAMOUS POCKET
BILLIARD AND TRICK SHOT ARTIST-

203 North main
Op»n 4 p.*.

HAPPY HOURS

Additional htmi iO* 1

5-7..&-1Q PM-MIDNIGHT u'

pH8^to*

Vytet>t<a
u*~- 3-17-84
,on> coupon,promo..

._.

i" ' "".!
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JACK WHITE

SEE HIM DAZZLE BG at a CLINIC AND
TOURNAMENT
MON. FEB. 20 - FRI. FEB. 24
ALL DAY in the BUCKEYE ROOM
1

r, V, S' pbei trtftos tV Mi

MU

«M

|HU

*i*«

' mny thta jrut prizet!

OPEN TV AU

EF

nxuxxxxxxxxxxxxxr
THURSDAY CATCH IT

CONGRATULATIONS

FINAL
CLEARANCE

DELTA ZETA NEW INITIATES:

SAVE

KAY BROWN
TAMMY CLAUSON
NATALIE CORSARO
JACKIE DANCHISEN
DIANE FINICAL
MELISSA FR17F.I I.
PAMGUNTER
PAITI HANNA
DANA JOHNSON
LEE LUDWICZAK

50 % -70 %

AMY OTTO
NANCY SCHOPPS
LUANN SCHROEDER
KIMSTOCZ
CARLA STRAWMAN
DANEEN TYRANSKY
CPU FEN VAUGHN
LESLIE VDEAN
BETH WHEEL
BETH UVEGAS

ON ALL WINTER
MERCHANDISE BY SUCH FAMOUS
MAKERS AS DEXTER, CONNIE,
BASS, SPORTO & MORE
SALE GOOD THRU SAT. FEB. 18th

SHOE STORE__

145 N. MAIN ST., DOWNTOWN BG

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
GET AWAY FROM COMPLEXES.
HOW ABOUT A HOUSE OR DUPLEX?
801 Sixth - 2 bdrm house

328 1/2, 332 1/2, 336 1/2

S.Main-

3 bdrm, above a business

825 Sixth - 3 bdrm house
315 S. Main - 3 bedrm house

523

N.

Enterprise

315 1/2 S. Main - 2 bdrm house

119

University

317 S. Main - 3 bdrm house

327 E. Evers-Lg. 2 bdrm duplex

214 S. Enterprise • 2 bdrm duplex
216 S. Enterprise ■ 1 bdrm duplex

-3 bdrm house
218 S. Enterprise • 2 bdrm duplex

Lane

1 bdrm duplex

Ride The Bus For FREE! 2-16-84

Base* leaving the Union Oval at

8:00

8:45

9:30

243 S. Prospect - 3 bedrm house

10:15

25481 Route 25. Perrytburg, Ohio 43551

419-874-2253

I»»I1»»»»I»1X

311 1/2 S. Main - 2 bdrm above
a business

223 1/2 N. Prospect • 2 bedrm duplex

CALL 352-5620

336 S. Main Si

911 Mourningdove - 3 bdrm house
120-122 1/2 N. Prospect Lg.2 bdrm. duplexes
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Falcon women beaten in OT
by Ted Passante
sports reporter

Bowline Green's women's team
led for allbut three seconds of last
night's contest against Western
Michigan. But, when it was all said
and done, a free throw and a
jumper at the buzzer sent the Falcons reeling in a loss to the Broncos, 67-66 in overtime.
The knockout punch was a Tracy
Wells' 10-foot jumper at the buzzer
in the extra period. It followed a
Cary McGehee miss of a free throw
with just six seconds remaining.
The Falcons came out and
scored eight of the game's first ten
points enroute to leading the Broncos 32-21 at the intermission. BG
controlled every phase of the game
in the first halt, out rebounding
WMU by 17, and out shooting the
Broncos to build the 11 point lead.
The second half was more of the
same with the Falcons' lead seesawing between 10 and 12 points,
until the magical four minute mark
of the second half.

IN THE FINAL four minutes the
Falcon offense shut down, breaking into the scoring column just
once when Cathy Smithey-Rahe
split a pair of free throws at the
3:14 mark.
WMU tied the game for the tint
time with just over a minute to play
on a Wells follow of an errant
Bronco shot. With 26 seconds remaining the Falcons still had a
chance to win, but while holding
the ball for the last shot, Rhonda
Moore's pass was intercepted with
seven seconds remaining, and the
ensuing Bronco shot fell short, setting up the overtime.
In the overtime the Falcons
quickly took a four point lead as
Sherry Eubanks and Moore each
had buckets. The Broncos then
answered with a four point run of
their own with 2:44 remaining.
Following a Eubanks' jumper,
WMU grabbed the lead for thefirst
time on a three-point play by Jill
Shoemaker. The lead was shortlived as Eubanks was fouled and
canned both charity tosses Just two

seconds later for a 66-65 lead.
WITH JUST 23 seconds left
WMU set up for the last shot, but
missed with BG's McGehee grabbing the rebound with just six seconds remaining. McGehee was
then immediately fouled by WMU's
Vicky Musky.
McGehee, a 70 percent free
throw shooter coining into the
game, missed the front end of the
one-and-one bonus and WMU's
Wells drove the length of the floor
before canning the lu-footer as the
buzzer sounded.
The missed free throw marred
an otherwise great game for McGehee, who had a game-high 26 points
to go with five assists.
According BG assistant coach
Mike Hooper, the Falcons' woes
were not only their free throw
shooting (BG was 12-of-21 from the
line), but due to their ball handling.
"We had 30 turnovers and its hard
to win doing that," he said.
The loss leaves the Falcons with
a 6-7 MAC ledger, 10-11 overall.
WMU is now 5-8,10-10 overall.

Sumners leads Olympic skaters
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia (AP) -Rosalynn Sumners led the women's figure skating competition yesterday
after winning the compulsories, while
U.S. teammates Elaine Zayak and
Tiffany Chin had their medal hopes
riddled with low scores at the XIV
Olympic Winter Games.
That means it's virtually up to
Sumners, 19, the world and U.S.
champion from Edmonds, Wash., to
face top contenders Elena Vodorezova of the Soviet Union and Katarina
Witt of East Germany, who finished
second and third, respectively.
Meanwhile, Judy Blumberg and
Michael Seibert, who lost a bronze ice
dancing medal by an eyelash, were
still trying to figure out why.
The 23 women will skate their program Thursday, just before the men led by U.S. gold medal favorite Scott
Hamilton - skate for medals.
Things couldn't have gone worse for
Zayak, who finished 13th. The former
U.S. and world champion vowed a
comeback at the U.S. Championships
last month, but got only third place
behind Chin.
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TAKE HOME
BAKED CHICKEN
1/2 of Fresh Baked Chicken
1/2 lb. of Potato Salad or Slaw
Rolhwttfrbtrtter -pickle

2 of Lou's Cookies
Fork • Napkin • Salt • Pepper

$2.

99 *

L

QS2P

FREE DELIVERY

W/ ANY 14" PIZZA

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- Ohio State departed yesterday for a road trip to
Northwestern and Iowa,
struggling to remain in the
Big Ten Conference basketball race.
The Buckeyes have been
as hot as any team in the
league in the last four
weeks. Ohio State has won
seven of eight conference
games for a 7-4 record and
the fourth spot in the
league chase and an overall mark of 14-7.
Ohio State defeated both
of this week's opponents in
the first round of the Big
Ten. The Buckeyes play at
Northwestern Thursday
, a team they handled
51 in their first meeting.

Iowa, Ohio State's Saturday afternoon opponent,
dropped a 65-54 decision to
the Buckeyes in Columbus.
Despite their streak, the
Buckeyes have gained only
one-half game on league
leaders Illinois and Purdue, both 10-1.
"I think it is obvious that
we are going to need some
help in the last four
weeks," Ohio State Coach
Eldon Miller said. "Some
one other than us will have
to beat the people in front
of us. But we have to help
ourselves, too, by continuing to win. There's no room
behind us. Our backs are to
the wall."
MILLER PLANS to stick
with his same starting

(1) COUPON PER ORDER EXPIRES 2/18/84

lineup of forwards Tony
Campbell and Dave Jones,
center Clarence McGee
and guards Ron Stokes and
Troy Taylor. Campbell
paces the Buckeyes in
scoring with 18.7 points per
game. Taylor averages
13.3 points and Stokes, 13.0.
Northwestern, 2-9 in the
league and 9-12 overall,
has been in a shooting
slump. The Wildcats have
shot less than 50 percent
from the field in five of
their six straight losses
that have dropped into last
place in the Big Ten with
Iowa.
Art Aaron, the Wildcats'
top scorer at 16.6 points,
did not play the last game
at Illinois, but is expected
back for the Buckeyes.
Now call it quits.
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lAnrericon Htort
'Association

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
AL^GES^CfiON'dF
QUALITY HOUSES AND
APARTMENTS FOR
198485!

Available noon to 6 p.m.
Thurs. Fri. Sat.
call ahead good food takes time!

Warzy's
Delicatessen
1068 N. Main St.
352-8434

352-1504

8 FREE 7-UPS

•NOw MMN FOR ML'

Sumners traced one winning figure
and placed second on two other figures which were won by Vodorexova.
But Sumners finished first overall by
collecting a better total of judges
placements in the section counting 30
percent toward the total score.
Witt, 18, who skated the last two
figures with an upset stomach, placed
third on all three figures.
The last VS. woman to win gold
was Dorothy Hamill at the 1976 Innsbruck Games. East Germany's Anett
Poetzsch won the gold medal at the
1980 Lake Placid Games, while Linda
Gelderman said Zayak botched the Fratianne finished second.
first figure (finishing 12th), but she
IN MEN'S competition, Jean
couldn't understand why she finished
Christophe Simond of France re13th for the second figure.
Hamilton maintained his lead en- mained second overall behind Hamiltering Thursday's finale despite los- ton and West German Rudi Cerne was
ing the short program Tuesday to third. The order was unchanged from
Canada's Brian Orser.
Monday's compulsory event.
Like Sumners, he won the compulBrian Boitano, 20, of Sunnyvale.
sories and U.S. singles skaters
haven't done that since 1956 when Calif., skated strongly in the short
Hayes Alan Jenkins and Tenley Al- program - which counts 20 percent of
bright went on to sweep the gold for the total score - for a third-place
finish and moved up to sixth overall.
America.

Bucks looking for help

QUESTION:
WWi (M f" IM trf-cmpt is i hnUui t Uinm

Her last chance for Olympic glory
all but disappeared when she fared
poorly in each of the three school
figures - variations of the f igure-eight
- each woman is required to trace.
ZAYAK LEFT the Skenderija rink
through a side exit and passed up
interviews.

STOP IN OR CALL
FOR MORE INFORMATION
319 E Wooster
354-2260
Close To Campus!

WEI* HGHHNG FOB 1CUR IK

Not all haircuts are
the same. For a professional
cut by a professional, call
RON at 352-2107.

I ROMANS
Medium Plasa. 1616 K. V* gowfrr. B.G.

,

/

KAPPA DELTA WISHES TO
CONGRATULATE THEIR NEWLY
APPOINTED OFFICERS:

£? ALL FALL-WINTER *f
& SKIRTS-PANTS-SUITS ^
SWEATERS-DRESSES-HATS ^
SCARVES

PRICE
OR

LESS
man / unlisted
rec luctions

Hwin
MWTFS
THE EVE. TIL 9:M

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
352-6225

Communications Co
Scholarship
Sisterhood
Spirit
Traditions
Activities
Corresponding Secretary
Song
Chapter Educator.
Social
Assistant Social
Sales Person
Philanthropy
Efficiency
Senior Panhel
Junior Panhel
Bacchus
UAO Representative
Parli mentarian
Seargant At Arms
Guard
Historian
Magazines
Assistant Pledge Trainer

MAC
VISA
WELCOME

Assistant Rush

;

.Tracey Garver
Lisa Shank
Cheri Kramer
Theresa Zimmerman
Carol Ogle
Loraine McKittrick
Sue Werner
Patty Krause
Janet Berninger
Anne Dunne
Dana Durbin
Suzy Wilder
Carol Lancaster
Susan Guerriero
Laurine Philipson
Debbie Taggert
Annette Everson
Doreen King
Laurine Philipson
Robin Decosmo
Mary Jane Ritter
Mary Ann Swanson
Patty Ternes
Tina Amos

Denise Carrol
Patty Vanyo
CONGRATULATIONS!.---^—-.^.—...
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CAMPUSJCITY EVENTS
CADOYSHACK
FEt lit 18
*»5c*ic 210
1:30 end 12:00 eechnietn
I1.S0 AaViOeeien

*u . Mtocoo* BENEFIT THC
AM8WCAW CAHCCT SPOtTY
CKetoe (Oar Student Union)
n«ng tonight at 8 30 m Reagioua
Ed Room at St Thomas Mora Tonight marc we be a speaker from pro
Toledo' Al welcome to attand
The Choice * yours1"
Marnaaortal Halations Association
wt prsssnt a lecture on Bosmesa In
Japan* II better or just diner enf on
Thursday. Fabruary 18 at 7 30 In
116 Education BuiHng Open to al
THE

FC

PANHB.

CONFERENCE

LEAMMHa*

Con* On*. Coma Al to the Alpha Phi
t Alpha Sigma Phi annual Florida
Ftngl Fob 18 tl donation al the
door N.E. Commone Al proceeds go
to Wood County Heart Fund Catch
Spmg Fever' Catch Florid* Fling'
CorvjntUaaona to CyrvJ on her engeoemenl to Chuck How dk) you
keep It a secret since October'Love
In A.O.T.
Your Kappa Poke Stater*
Congr*tul*bone to Comes T***r on
her engagement to Bob. We wish you
al me kick >i the world Love m
A.O.T.
Your Kappo Oats Skuas
CONGRATULATIONS SLOAN AND
BONhfE ON YOUH NEW PANHEL
EXEC BOARD POSITIONS'
LOVE. YOUR 02 SISTERS

«u BE HELD ON

FtmUAKY 17 and 18 IN THE UWYERSITY UNION REGISTRATION
FOUalt AVAHAtlE m GREEK LIFE
OFFICE. US STUDENT SERVICES

LOST AND FOUND
LOST Pat ol rust colored leather
gams. » lound please cal 599
2806 or contact ma. my 0CM6 Is

attar.
LOST: pal ol royal blue angora
gtovee Fab 3rd or »m II lound.
pleaaa cal 3542011 or place them
Tl 00*3*1102
Found Gold D bracelet on 3rd and
Etn. macrtjad JoT. cal 352-9323
Uat Car Keys, single ring, S or 8
keys. Leal in trom ol Butt Apis 211-84, Cal Hart. 1S2-77M

SERVICES OFFERED
Funee Saoitng 1 Aaerallons
letters t Inelgraes on lackets 8
sweater*. Al garments must be
dean 352 7288
TYPING LOW HATES
Roeumes professionely typed

382-5767
Al your typing needs prompt I pro■eesonel Cal 352-4017

D*nfc* and Ondy.
a
Thanks lor being such understanding
and supportive roometes This weekend was dellne*, hectic and wed1 I
hope things slow down s M-who
knows you two might end up wttn e
two man the real of the semester
Love. Aleha
DZ wsler polo team. Boy wee I proud
lo say thet I knew the teem m the blue
caps Congrats on a 13 lo 6 victory
Debbie

Al QALS CORDS-St lags H off
Sweaters 40% to 50\ oil Guys Lea
Cords Reg $20 00. now JI4 95
Lee Guys St legs Pre rinsed denm
Rag. S20 0O. now H7 95 Unwashed tag SIS 99. now 114 85
Jeans N' Things 531 Fudge St Open
Mon-Thurs 10-8. Fn a Sal 105:30: Sun. 12-5 00
ALPHA SMMA mi t ALPHA PHI
PRESENT THEIR ANNUAL FLORIDA
FLING FEB 1ITH tl AT THE DOOR.
N.E. COMMONS. LIVE BAND ALL
PROCEEDS 00 TO WOOD COUNTY
HEART FUNO.
ATOTOOO
Congrali on becoming an active I'm
proud ol you' 1 love you Karen
AXO'sHeMaa Ice cream wNh you on Veteawnes Day SetleHed our SweetToothl
The Phi Pal's
Vaeaee end Ethics week Nan presentation Soyleni Green.' OverpocuMton, poejtion. resource depletion,
mandatory euthanasia and discovery
ol s horntywvj plan charge tres lantasy
Mar Free and open to all Thurs
8 00 PM St Thomas Moore Church
Check out al the new styles n Spmg.
Sweats-Arriving da*y at
Jeena N' Trajiga. 531 RMge St
CINOYTEGAL
Congratulations on your Phi Mo Theta
CM wvaeering lo Pack You're a Ion
taste room*)' l love Ya' Laura
Cindy legal 8 Rick Crauae
Congratulation* on your Phi Mu-Thela
Chi lavaaanng We love you1 From al
ol us on 2nd floor Chapman

Party Thorn**Congrats on being Alpha Xls new
secretary' Your rooms)* mass you.
(ha ha) Floods* ca*ng your name, but
lets not gel another fine
LoveYa
Jannt

In South Hal, rm 111 M 140. WM
la* about dues, clinics am) Onto
Stale coming up on the 28. You
muM attend end pay duee la play
against Ohio State.
RELIGION: 21M CENTURY?
Speaker* Or Ken Ptu*roent. CMcal Psych. Ftr Bob Kirtland. SI
Clements. Toledo Oscusskxi follow* Friday 12 30 PM (noon) at
University Lutheran Chapel, across
Wooeler from RoOoets
Values and Ethics week S praeontatton- Soytenl Green.' Overpop
ukNton. poajOon. resource depletion.
mandatory euthanasia and rfcecovery
ol a horrifying plan charge thta tsntaey
rrvwer Free and open to el! Thurs.
8:00 PM St Thomas Moore Church

Furs.

scons

Ton** 7:30
tALE-tALE-tALE
Al shoes end worm up* In store
LAKE ERK tPORTt

FLORIDA FLING 1*841
ICE ¥ YOU ARE THE ONE TO WIN
A WEEKEND TRIP TO MAM
■EACH FLOfaDAI BEER BLAST N.E.
COMMONS FEB. 1ITR ALL PROCEED! 00 TO WOOD COUNTY
HEART FUMO.
Grande Burrtto
S3 95 the entire
month ol February
SUNDANCE
RESTAllflANT 110 N Main 3521082
Have a case ol the enroys
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-9pm
DOWNTOWN Mter

* YOU LOVE SOMETHMG
SET IT FREE
F IT COMES BACK TO YOU
THEN ITS YOURS
F IT DOEtEN'T THEN IT WAS
NEVER MEANT TO BE
rf you're aHm-you could be s victim.
Computer Crime!! Daw II realty
occur? Com* lo MSC 220 on Tuesday, February 21 at 1:30 PM and
nnd out! everyone la welcome
II you're on HI* you could be a
•scNsa. Computer crime?!!! Does N
raeHy occur? Come to HSC 220 on
Tueeday, February 21 at 1:30 pm
and hnd out! Everyone Is welcome.

Where's the teeF?
Wham's the MRMCl?
Where'a tobMe?
Al»» —
GRAND OPE WHO
Tuoo., Fee. 21
Stcon Vatay Jobgutde t4 95
Sunbe* Indexing, 2815 South
MkkSton. Tuceon. AZ 85713
Stcon Vatay JobgUde »4 96
Sunbelt Indexing. 2816 South
Mteaon. Tuceon. AZ 88713
Stcon Vatay JobguUe S4 95
Sunbelt Indexing. 2815 South
Mawton, Tucson, AZ 85713
ATTENTION BOSU SUNBATHERSI
Surfs up but our pncee aren't' From
Wat JI09 00 - spend 7 lun-fted
day* In sunny Florida Cal for your
self or organize a smel group 4 travel
FREEI Great lor dubs, loo! Cal LUV
TOURS (800) 388-2008. ask for

Sandy
Loved the article on our favorite lunch
spot' You are such a journal*! Cat I
you want to see the smal salad
again-l rmss you Nancy
Sarah.
Congretulebn on pledging Kappa I
am so heppy lor you'! Love. Arm*.
Star Wars? The Peeceebts Kingdom?
What are the 21 at Century Scenanoe
ol War and Peace? Panel Discussion.
2'1S. 4:30 p m . Prout Lounge.
Take a break i torn us at the annual
Alpha PIH I Alpha Sigma Phi Florid*
Flng Fab 18 NE Commons Al
proceeds go to Wood County Heart
Fund
Thanks to the 1983-84 Alpha Phi
Exec Board on a (ob wel done Good
Luck new Exec We re behind you al
the way'
To the Alpha Phi New Exec BoardGet exerted lor a greet year. Let*
make It the best one yet You're al
special-Keep the span!
UTB.
Atari*
To the king who reside* In Conkln
you've had your first du*. now hares
number two Cookies ate line, but
ftoweres are great, Be In your room
Thursday at eight

Slrees Reduction thru Hypnosie
S82-8777
SPRING BREAK In Washington. DC
wan eamtnar. "Mbdng Pottle* snd
Fkjlgton.'' March 17-22. fllghlmkig
and learning with credit option*
1130 cover* meals, food, travel
Sajn up by Pit, Feb. 17 Cat UCF.
362-7534
•PRrnVJ tREAK IN DAYTONA
Party with Campus Marketing
Why would anyone pay J209 when
you couW pay only »189 » go to the
same place? Cal Shad 352-6351
Mon. - Fit. 2:30 - 4:00.
II
Free Atmltalon to the Plentatton
end the 800 olub, pki* othw Day
tana Nk|M Oabal A trip worth
checking Into. Cat 3124*12 and
IM aM haw much run Florida can
be.

EUROPE'
. Roundtrip air (Cteval*nd/Frar*tur1)
$489 2mo EURALPASS S370, Ho*
tels. Groups Rainbow Tours
713/524-2727 cotact

DaytonaTnp!
Be sur* you know wh*r* you re
staying Jom ue at the Hawaki km.
Dayton* Beach Cal 362-0932 lor
more Into.
^_^_

ireak week sailing, swimming and snortetag hi Ihe tehemae. Take an Inexpensive leretoot
Cnaa* whn Cept Eddy Chartar
Service. Contact Linda Acorn, 1880
Bathaall, Madleon, Ohio 44887.
21t42St472.

DAYTONA BEACH TT4JPII
POOLSOE WELCOME PARTY AND
NUMEROUS TASTER PAFfTIESI
CALL 362-0832 FOR DETAILS

Abortion, Praoancy Taet*.
Lamaze Classes
Center lor Choice
Downtown Toledo |419) 256-7769

RUSH RUSH HUSH
Lambda Ct» Alpha
Mock Tel Party

WAY TO 00 HOCKEY TEAM, KEEP
FX3HTWG B-BALL TEAMS. CONGHATULATIONS TO THE NEW
PLEDGES. LETS ALL KEEP THAT
PURPLE PRIOE SHOWING'

Have * data and want to gel physical? Co-Ed recquetbsll sUrls Fab.
27. Pick up eppUcetloni In mv 108
SRC. and return them by Fab. 22.

PERSONALS

ONLY 2 MORE DAYS UNTIL FLORIDA FUNGI N.E. COMMONS-FE1
18TH M. II DONATION AT THi
DOOR. ALL PROCEEDS 00 TO
WOOD COUNTY HEART FUNO.
SPONSORED BY ALPHA SIGMA PM
• ALPHA PM M CONJUNCTION
WITH tTROH LIOHT.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS
•TARTUFFE"
Fab 18-18 8 Feb. 22-25
Man Aud 8 p.m.
Fab. 26 Maahee 3 p.m.
Students S2. Adults U
327-2719 for ReeervaoOr*
MANAGEMENT MAJORS
Dayton firm aewrhtna lor production
management and eupervsuon majors
tor summer positions Must have
completed Savor year by May 1984Pay* I54-S70 par day. Cal coop
onto* 372-2461 or atop by 222
AdmaVetrescn BuUng tor more rtor

Pregnant? Need Help?
Cal Emobonal Material
Pregnancy AM.
362-0862. 362-0082
WOMEN'S CUNIC
Compraharvav* obahnYic*
and Gynecology
Contraceptive Services,
v D Tests end Treatment
Temv/vaaons up to 10 weak*
Fro Pregnancy T**8ng. 241-2471

WANTED
6-5'ar needs M. roommate to share
Apt at Thuraan Manor $100/mth al
uM. Ind. Free Cabal TV. Drop a note
WOCMB* 5941
One F. needed to share apt lor '8485 Pleeae cal 372-6067
RocUedge Apt* . rant negcoabW
Cal 372-3175 NOW!

PLANNED PARENTHOOO
IN WOOD COUNTY
920 N Main St, B G
Confxientiel-oersonal car*
Special '»l*a BOSU student*
Convenient App'ts 364-3640

JACK'S BAKERY
ICE CREAM DELIVERY
354-1001 EVEWtOS

Female Hoomete needed now
vtage Green Apt*, tl 00 par month.
1 b*diuuiii. Cal Lies* In reference to
1302. 362-6187.
Female Roommate to snore one bdrm
apt. one block trom campus.
S132 SOrnn mo). uM CM Suaan
352-6028 after 6 PM.
2 PAXJMMATES NEEDED IMMEDIATELY TO SUBLET TOP HALF OF
HOUSE OR 1 FEMALE TO SUBLET.
I AM WILLING TO MOVE OUT IN
ORDER FOR 2 PEOPLE TO TAKE
OVER LEASE. RENT SI 26.00, PAY
ELECTRIC ONLY. IF INTERESTED
CALL. 362-2013.

Home Work opportunity m Muttl Level
Merketlng Unamtled earnings No
sstng For details rral • selt-addr*e**d. stamped envelope lo Box
142, Durend. Ml 48429
Counselors Camp Wayne, north***!•m Panne Co-Ed cfwdr*n's camp,
wawtaitorvkfw on Camp Day March
78i. Wnte 570 Broadway. Lynbrook.
NY. 11663. (kiduda your telephone
number)
CAMP COUNSELORS
Outstanding Sim and Turn Down
Camp* Tennis, Dance. Samnaatic*.
WSI Athletics. Nutntton'Dietetlcs. 20
pkj*
Separate girls' and boys'
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on Cossge Campuaee at Ma**..
Perm No Caroane. CsW Send resume Michele Friedman. Director,
947 Hewlett Dr.. No Woodmere.
NY. 11681. 616 374-0765
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS
Jewish Community Center
ol Cleveland
Camp Way* (Resident)Arv**eld DeyCamp
SUPERVISORS. COUNSELORS.
SPECIALISTS IDiama.
Boating.
WSTs. Arts snd Crafts. Music. Outdoor Education. Sports. Tennis.
Dane*. Registered Nurse*, Driver.
Cook*) Contact: Hat* Park. 3506
Msyhsld Road,
Cleveland. OH
44118 Tel. (216) 382-4000. EXT
287 mterviewng Camp Day March
7. 1984
Set Avon
Fof Mote tnTOfntasliofi
CM Phyta. 3525833
Summer Staff Pcwtbons st 4-H Camp
Pakner. Fayatto, OH Contact student Employment at 372-2651 or
Paul ZumFekJe at Fulton Co Exten•km Service. Wauaaon. OH 419337-5516
Attractlv* warsntat wanted - Muat
apply In person - Com City Bar and
Restaurant. Deehler, Ohio. Csll Dorothy si 278-3171 or 538-8883.
ATTENTION: PROSPECTIVE WASHMOTON INTERNS Early application
aiadUm lor mwrrvahipe in US Attorney's Olflce. Dept ol Justice, or NatT
mstituie ol Justice I* March 1 Many
other FM Semester internship opportunities evaaabk) with presidential
carnpalgn committees, national party
committees, campaign conauWng
firms, congressional and senotoriol
campaign committees, and lobby and
study group* such as the National
Organaatkm lor Women and the
letoonal Corvaervallve Political ' -iion
Committee Applcakon deadtna for
these end other Washington inter
nstape: Apr! 2. For information, contact the Ctr lor Educ Options. 231
Admin Btog 1372-0202)

lewt-sfl FHQM Ait#fKMHlS
Prolssslonal Guide S5 00
To Under I Co.. Box 33411. Da». OA. 30033

Electronic Shuffleboard Bowing Ms
chns-6 different games lor up to 6
players Good condition S426 or
best otter CM D*btx» 2-4348

YES tickets. March 2nd concert CM
Chns at 372-0089

One bdrm rum. apt across from
wlndmel. uts aid. S27S/mo.. no
pets, deposit. Immed occup. 8333768
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER t
FALL 1 t 2 BDRM APTS. AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER AND FALL.
REASONABLE RATES CALL NONEMAN REAL ESTATE 354-3861.
SOME APARTMENTS t HOMES
STILL AVAIL ABLE.
GOOD LOCATIONS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

354-2260

HIT
HNS ME/
TAttETFM
THAT
8:00
QISH THEATRE'
FriandSat:

Kimsn
7:OO,9:30,MID
210M»trvScl
$1.50 w/ID .

2 bedroom newfy (urrushed apts.
Now renting for '84-85 FREE sste
Re TV CM 352-2683

2 bdrm turn apt central air, heat lor
. for female non-amokers FM 1984
9 mo lease upper $320 8 u» Lower
$340 t LIU No chldran or pat*.
DepoM Fleq'd 353 0045. Mon-Fn
8 30-4 30 for spot

NOW RENTING FALL 1984
1 1 2 SEMESTER LEASES
tuty turn, efflc w. color TV
cable. Mutt paid
QUCT ATMOSPHERE
354-3182. 12-4 weekdays
362-1520 ANYTIME

For summer 2 bedroom, partly fum.
apt Mealed on 2nd and High.
S297/mo 3620944 ask lor Deb
Houses 8 apartments
oss to campus tor '84-86 school
ear 1-287-3341

NOW RENTING FOR
1984-85
SCHOOL YR 2 BDRM FURN APT
HEAT. SEWAGE. WATER 8 CABLE
TV PAID BY OWNER S58S 00 PER
SEMESTER PER PERSON WITH 4
PEOPLE
CALL 352-7182 BETWEEN 3-7 PM, ASK FOR RICH
". House, v, bk from campus.
SS26/mb 362-8992.

[.ii'ir.iu nr.ii:iii(iui:i
UUMI'liHl Ml Hid MICH
ni'imi iiiiniiiniii'ininni

-MrlfiMSl■TIMIE IS i

8692

ii

/stS

Transportation provided.
Contact the BSU office at 2-2692 for sign-up sheet.

BE THERE!
Dat%.t»il"

Ka

11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

| ONE EVENING
ONLY
AT 7:30 PM

S&Xlm

LENHART
CLASSIC
Thurs:

VEL-MANOR APTS
2 bdrms, nicely furnished apt for
summer and fM. Al util except ulec
Hoi water heal 352 2858

Fashion & Talent Show

SECOND WEEKEND IN CINEMA I

ij[£^ THIS
-^WEEK'S
CAMPUS

NOW AVAIL -64-85's Summer
2 F rmtes needed for kj. house at
154 Marrvte Dwnsl. turn., newly
decorated. 2 car garage w/ avail
park. Flex leases. NO smokers
please CM A J. after 6 at 352
4175

MARDI
GRAS
ON THE SILVER SCREEN'
■'

352-7571
asx-i^n

9»a> S SOUTH
945 S. Main St.

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

a

2 bdrm. spl avaHebi* 3/1/84 Victorian homo. No pets or children.
280/mo CM 352-6*08.

PROUDLY PRESENTS

EAST

Wm

THUHSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
Al conditioned, tuty carpeted, cable
vision, efficiencies, laundry lacWles
Now teasing tor summer t Is!
451 Thursbn Ave 362-6435

FOR RENT

440 E. Court

E»try summer Chevy Chase lakes his
family on a little trip.
This year he went I

CARTY RENTALS
Apts.-Rooms-Houses
Al Near Campus
9-12 month and
Summer Lease*
Lieting Avaaable
352 7365 or 352-5556

ROYCE C.B.-40 CHNL ANL I PA
SWITCHES, LEVEL METER, R F ,
SQUELCH. MIKE 8 WIRING CALL 21754.

'72 VW Bug-Excel cond S1,700or
beet otter Must SM 1-698-4661

352-1596
352-1586

NATIONAL
LAMPOON'S

Campus Manor now renting lor summer I IM next to Campus A Corrvemence Stores, close lo town, 352
9302. 24 hr*. or Newkjve Mgmt Co
362-5820

18 mm Motion Picture Camera BM
and How*! 70 DL Exceaent CorvJtWn CM Jeflat352-I285

2-3 bdrm duplex large kitchen, lying
room, porch S495 00/month 352-

Program includes:
3:00 - 5:00 p.m.: Stokley Carmicheal (Kwame Toure)
7:30 - 10:00 p.m.: Annual BSU (Toledo)

ONLY 4 MORE DAYS TO FLORIDA
FLING! SEE F YOU'RE THE LUCKY
ONE TO WIN A TUP TO MAM
BEACH FLORIDA, FEB. 1ITH -N.E.
COMMONS, II DONATION AT THE
DOOR - DON'T MSS ITI ALL
PROCEEDS GO TO WOOD COUNTY
HEART FUND!

75 VW Rabbit - Beat offer CM 3526866

2 bdrm V. house svM S380 Ctoss
to campus 352-6992

Sponsored by the Black Student Union
Saturday February 18, 1984

My Bkj Us* 8 Bart
Congrats on your pinning 8 done in
your own special style Lotsa love
Sunshine 8 Ax Cheer me.

352-9228.

1980 Fat Strode. 30 mpg. lax condition, ratable. S150000 CM 866
5590 evenings

TRIP TO TOLEDO

Meraxlth Msrsslio: You made II to
21. Hope you had* greet day Got
psyched lor OSU Happy Birthday' J

3 on* bedroom •pertments
lor rent IM semester
Vaage Green Apts
362-6861
summer rental* sit avaaable

Pr ol Magnepanar MO-1 speakera
S50OOO serious mquireries only

1 J. 2 bdrm sots t houses
Close to campus
CM 352-7454 bslots 5 p.m.

LAURA AND JENNIE. BUSH WAS A
GREAT SUCCESSI LOVE. YOUR
DELTA ZETA SISTERS
LI Shaky.
I m so proud ot you Greet |ob *t your
meet on Saturday con you befceve I
finely made it? Keep up the good
work. I love ya H
Love. AAshe

winder

Spacious 2 bdrm apts m one ol
Bowing Green's tvatorlc home*. 2
blocks from campu* Lhasa* pax)
Summer &7or regular school year.
Starting May 1984, CM 362-7656

FOR SALE
AMMVM

BODY FOR SALEI
CanonAE - 1 and auto
S15600 364-1261

2 Bdrm Duplex Ctoee lo Campu*.
400 00/month 352-6692

SmittVBoggs RentalHouses 8 Apts for '84-85 school
year. 352-9457 between 12-4 or
352-8917 aftei6

HELP WANTED
Party Room For Rant
4-D's Club
7 th snd High
352-9378 attar 5 352-7324

For Sale Nakamlctv 480 stereo cassette deck On* year old, mint condition, metal capable Orlgionaty cost
S450. Asking S276 354-2839

BARBRA STREISAND M

YENT&H

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

Meadowview Court
Apartments

214 Napoleon Road

Lasagna
dinner

Bowling Green, OH 352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included *gas heat • laundry
facilities 'drapes •carpet •party & game room
•swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished
$250-unfumished
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

Served with Garlic Bread

1.50
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
24
26
27
28
28
32

$280-furnished
$265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

35

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

36
40

$225-fumished
$200-unfurnished
all utilities included, separate bedroom

41
43

37

44

Pm MHfetrs in li curry*** Mam

JM MI IMM.

45
46

ACROSS
To tova, In Part*
Rltk: Abb..
Dimlnlthat
"Fatharoltha
"Sfreartef
OlstlncllYB
ttmotpntra
Baauly spot
BookotprolHl?
Black
United
Ship or tale
BurglarkM
Socltl Intact
Longait French
rtvar
Tnoroughfarat:
Abbr.
Combustion
raaidua
Maadow
Haradltarytocitl
group
Saakt countal
from
Bradley of tne
Army
Racaatat
Thomtiol
ciockmaklng
About to occur
Formar govarnor
ofNawYof*
Sound trom the
hard
Picture* ol* kind
Children's game

—————

47
48
53
55
56
57
58
61
62
63

64
65
66

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8
10

Song of torrow
Faall Indignation
Rainy day sound
Something to
wear
Conquistadors
quell
Employees
Checks and
balance! parson
Minerals
Stage award
It'e "everywhere"
to the Ancient
Mariner
Like the driven
snow
Cong, members
Down at the heels

DOWN
Monastery head
A Cattle
Skinflint
Time-change
letters
Impatient of
restraint
Large room,
at Versailles
Influence
Bard'a before
Editorial page
features
Arabian chieftain

Pizza & Salad
Ct, can Smorgasbord
EAT
From11-2
inside only

$0,50
w

11 Former Indians
pitching ace
12 Writer's problem
13 See 65 Across .
18 Chow
23 Texas leaguers,
for example
25 Mother Prefix
26 Appearance
28 Highlanders
30 Diminutive suffix
31 Pale-faced
32 Chignon
33 Gunner's need,
for short
34 Mr. Pickwick's
"man"
36 Standard
language practice
38 Friend
38 "My One and
42 Votaaln
opposition
43 Nuts
46 Experiment
48 Slight error
48 Tool shed items
50 Actor Nick
51 Cornered,
In a way
52 Word ol polltesse
53 Workplece
54 Ecuador's
neighbor
55 Inslgnlfictnt one
58 Fortasofthelaw
60 New Guinea port

FRIDAY
11 - til gone

ROAST BEEF
PLATTER
$

3.25

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

